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Course Description:

This course seeks to assist students to navigate in the contemporary study of drastic
transformations that evolve due to conflicts and global crises. Cases from both sociology and
social anthropology will be presented by researchers and discussed by their colleagues in a
manner that would let students learn not only about central concepts and theoretical
frameworks, but also about practical settings, ethical dilemmas, and management of the
research process (including proposal drafting, selection of research questions, tactics of
entering the fields and strategies in publishing). Special emphasis will be made on the
perspectives of conducting such research in Ukraine.

For the course design, special attention will be paid to the issues of gender balance and
decolonization of academic knowledge.



Learning Outcomes:

The program offers an intensive learning experience, placing questions relevant to Ukrainian
students into a transnational comparative perspective. It aims at familiarizing the students
with various cutting-edge interpretative paradigms and methodological traditions. The
program is not meant to replace or duplicate the existing online education in Ukrainian
universities, but to support them and provide help for filling the lacunae that temporarily
emerged due to the Russian military invasion. At the end of this course, students will have
expanded their knowledge on key issues of social research in areas of conflict, discrimination
and fractures in society. It also seeks to provide intensive training in an English-language
academic environment.

Learning activities and teaching methods:

This course consists of two components: a lecture and a public discussion. The lecture will
be in English and will focus on key cases presented by experienced researchers. It can also
take the form of a dialogue or a mini-roundtable involving multiple scholars. In order to
facilitate participation, students will also get a short English-language reading on the topic, as
well as a larger pool of readings that they can use in their future academic work as well. The
open discussion will focus on the lecture and the reading, as well as the thematic questions of
the students related to the broader topics of the class. The classes are offered in an online
format. A shorter piece in English will be provided for every class as a core reading.

Assessment:

This course is taken for a pass/fail grade. Passing the course means that the students have
participated in the classes actively. For those students whose conditions make it impossible to
listen to the classes synchronically, an asynchronous mode will be made available, with the
lectures uploaded and questions they are asked to answer on the basis of watching/listening to
the lecture. Students may prepare short research proposals, that will be assessed and reviewed
by the researchers.



Dates Lecturer/Topic Syllabus

1 26
April

(Tue)

Intro. Volodymyr Artiukh,
Natalia Dziadyk and
Tatyjana Szafonova

2 2 May

(Mon)

Juraj Buzalka

Populist Nostalgia in
Slovakia

Discussant:
Natalia Khanenko-Friesen

Buzalka, Juraj. 2018. ‘Post-Peasant
Memories: Populist or Communist Nostalgia’.
East European Politics and Societies: And
Cultures 32 (4): 988–1006.
doi:10.1177/0888325417736806.

3 10 May

(Tue)

Olena Fedyuk and Tibor
Meszmann

Ukrainian migrants in
Hungary

Meszmann, Tibor and Olena Fedyuk. 2019.
‘Snakes or Ladders? Job Quality Assessment
among Temp Workers from Ukraine in
Hungarian Electronics’. Central and Eastern
European Migration Review, no. Vol. 8, No.
1: 75–93. doi:10.17467/ceemr.2019.03

4 17 May

(Tue)

Alberto Fierro

Academia and activism:
decolonizing researchers'
minds and collective
activist research

Discussant:
Volodymyr Artiukh

Fierro, Alberto. 2019. ‘Revolutionary Politics
of Social Rights? An Ethnographic Account
of the Homeless Workers’ Movement in São
Paulo’. Millennium: Journal of International
Studies 47 (3): 398–416.
doi:10.1177/0305829819844313.

5 24 May

(Tue)

Vlad Naumescu

Schism and Orthodox
Church

Kormina, Jeanne, and Vlad Naumescu. 2020.
‘A New ‘Great Schism’? Theopolitics of
Communion and Canonical Territory in the
Orthodox Church’. Anthropology Today 36
(1): 7–11. doi:10.1111/1467-8322.12551.

6 26 May

(Thu)

Viktoria Sereda and
Oksana Mikheieva

Displacement during War

Sereda, Viktoriya. 2020. ‘“Social Distancing”
and Hierarchies of Belonging: The Case of
Displaced Population from Donbas and
Crimea’. Europe-Asia Studies 72 (3): 404–31.
doi:10.1080/09668136.2020.1719043.



7 31 May

(Tue)

Kristof Szombati

Criminalization of Roma
in Hungary

Feischmidt, M., Szombati, K., & Szuhay, P.
(2013). Collective criminalization of the
Roma in Central and Eastern Europe.
Routledge Handbook of European
Criminology. London: Routledge, 168-187.

8 6 June
(Mon)

Caroline Humphrey

Corruption in education,
case of Mongolia

Humphrey, Caroline. 2012. ‘Favors and
“Normal Heroes”: The Case of Postsocialist
Higher Education’. HAU: Journal of
Ethnographic Theory 2 (2): 22–41.
doi:10.14318/hau2.2.003

9 9 June
(Thu)

Volodymyr Paniotto

[preliminary title]
динаміка основних
соціальних індикаторів
Українського
суспільства

Paniotto, Volodymyr. 2020. ‘The Attitude of
Ukraine’s Population to Russia and Russia’s
Population to Ukraine (2008–2020)’.
NaUKMA Research Papers. Sociology 3 (0):
3–14. doi:10.18523/2617-9067.2020.3.3-14.

10 13 June
(Mon)

Dace Dzenovska

Migration and capitalism
in Latvia

Dzenovska, Dace. 2020. ‘Emptiness:
Capitalism without People in the Latvian
Countryside’. American Ethnologist 47 (1):
10–26. doi:10.1111/amet.12867

11 20 June
(Mon)

Ana Chiritoiu

Roma Activism in
Romania

Chiritoiu, Ana. 2019. ‘OF BODIES AND
DOCUMENTS: A REPORTAGE FROM A
TRANSYLVANIAN VILLAGE’. Irish
Journal of Anthropology 22 (1): 170–183

12 23 June
(Thu)

Wrap up session


